This paper presents an approach based on an adaptive bio-inspired method to make state of the art clustering algorithms scalable and to provide them with an anytime behavior. The method is based on the biology-inspired paradigm of a flock of birds, i.e. a population of simple agents interacting locally with each other and with the environment. The flocking algorithm provides a model of decentralized adaptive organization useful to solve complex optimization, classification and distributed control problems. This approach avoids the sequential search of canonical clustering algorithms and permits a scalable implementation.
Introduction
In recent years several approaches to knowledge discovery and data mining, and in particular clustering, have been developed, but only a few of them are designed using a decentralized approach.
Clustering data is the process of grouping similar objects according to their distance, connectivity, or relative density in space [11] . There are a large number of algorithms for discovering natural clusters in a data set, but they are usually implemented in a centralized way. These algorithms can be classified into partitioning methods [16] , hierarchical methods [15] , density-based methods [31] and grid-based methods [34] . Han, Kamber and Tung's paper [10] is a good introduction to this subject. In general, clustering algorithms focus on creating good compact representation of clusters using appropriate distance functions between data points. For this purpose, they generally need one or more parameters chosen by a user that indicate the characteristics of the expected clusters.
Centralized clustering is problematic when data to explore are large or widely distributed and/or in a streaming format. Centralized schemes require a high level of connectivity, impose a substantial computational burden, are typically more sensitive to failures than decentralized schemes, and are not scalable. Parallel and distributed computing is expected to relieve current mining methods from the sequential bottleneck, providing the ability to scale to massive datasets, and improving the response time. Achieving good performance on today's high performance systems is a non-trivial task. The main challenges include synchronization and communication minimization, work-load balancing, finding good data decomposition, etc. Some existing centralized clustering algorithms have been parallelized and the results are encouraging.
In the last few years, innovative algorithms based on biological models [3] [20] [21] [24] [4] have been introduced to solve the clustering problem in a decentralized fashion. These algorithms are characterized by the interaction of a large number of simple agents that sense and change their environment locally. Furthermore, they exhibit complex, emergent behavior that is robust with respect to the failure of individual agents. Ant colonies, flocks of birds, termites, swarms of bees etc. are agent-based insect models that exhibit a collective intelligent behavior (swarm intelligence) [1] . In Swarm Intelligence models, the emergent collective behavior is the outcome of a process of selforganization, in which insects are engaged through their repeated actions and interaction with their evolving environment. Intelligent behavior frequently arises through indirect communication between the agents using the mechanism of stigmergy [8] . Stigmergy is based on cooperation in insect societies. In practice, an agent deposits something in the environment that makes no direct contribution to the task being undertaken, but is used to influence the subsequent behavior that is task related. The advantages of SI are twofold. Firstly, it offers intrinsically distributed algorithms that can use parallel computation quite easily. Secondly, the use of multiple agents supplies a high level of robustness, as the failure of a few individuals does not alter too much the behavior of the overall system. In this paper, a bio-inspired method is presented using a flock of birds to make state of art clustering algorithms scalable and to provide them with an any-time behavior. The flocking algorithm is based on the simple rules defined by Reynolds with the extensions proposed by Macgill [22] . It is naturally decentralized, is suitable for distributed implementations and is robust to the failure of single individuals. Furthermore, this flocking algorithm combined with canonical clustering algorithms (i.e. DBSCAN [6] and SNN [5] ) can be profitably applied as a data reduction technique to perform efficiently approximate clustering [19] .
The method takes advantage of the collective search mechanism a flock implies, by which if a member of a flock finds an area of interest, the mechanics of the flock will draw other members to scan that area in more detail. So, while the standard clustering algorithms must scan the entire dataset to discovery the clusters, this method can obtain a first approximation of the clusters, visiting only a portion of the points. Afterwards, the any-time property of the flocking algorithm will increase the size and the quality of the clusters as the system goes on running.
In this paper, the flocking-based approach is combined with two standard clustering algorithms in order to perform approximate clustering. Indeed, the flock performs a biased and incremental search on interesting points of the dataset, then a local strategy, based on standard clustering algorithms, can be used to merge the discovered points.
The first algorithm, named SPARROW (SPAtial ClusteRing AlgoRithm thrOugh SWarm Intelligence) combines the flocking algorithm with the density-based DBSCAN [6] algorithm. The other, named SPARROW-SNN (Shared NearestNeighbor similarity) couples the flocking algorithm with a shared nearest neighbor (SNN ) [5] cluster algorithm to discover clusters with differing sizes, shapes in noise and high dimensional data. The two algorithms present a substantial difference, SPARROW, as it is based on a density approach, is not appropriate for discovering clusters with different densities, while SPARROW-SNN can cope with this kind of data.
A SWARM [23] simulation of both algorithms was built to investigate their properties and to assess the effectiveness of the two methods. In particular, it was evaluated the accuracy of the approximate solution, the impact of the number of agents on the foraging for clusters performance and was performed a qualitative comparison with a well known approximate clustering algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the multi agent adaptive flocking algorithm, first introducing the classical model of Reynolds and then the modified rules of the flock algorithm that add an adaptive behavior to make it more effective for searching interesting objects; Section 3 shows how the stochastic search provided by the adaptive flocking algorithm can be used as a basis for clustering spatial data, combining it with a local merging strategy based respectively on DBSCAN and SNN to constitute the SPARROW and SPARROW-SNN algorithms; Section 4 discusses some related works concerning clustering algorithms based on the Swarm Intelligence paradigm. Section 5 presents the experimental results for the two approximate clustering algorithms and Section 6 reports discussions about the feasible strategies of parallelization, remarking advantages and drawbacks. Finally, section 7 draws some conclusions.
A multi agent adaptive flocking algorithm
In this section, a multi-agent stochastic search based on a classical flocking algorithm is presented, which has the advantage of being easily implementable on parallel and distributed machines and is robust compared to the failure of individual agents. First, the rules governing the flock model introduced by Reynolds are explained; then, the modified behavioral rules of the swarm agents are illustrated. They add an adaptive behavior to the flock and make it more effective in searching points, which have some desired properties in the space.
The Reynolds' flock model
The flocking algorithm was originally proposed by Reynolds [30] as a method for simulating the flocking behavior of birds on a computer both for animation and as a way to study emergent behavior. Flocking is an example of emergent collective behavior: there is no leader, i.e., no global control. Flocking behavior emerges from the local interactions. In the flock algorithm each agent has direct access to the geometric description of the whole scene, but reacts only to flock mates within a certain small radius. The basic flocking model consists of three kind of simple steering behavior:
Separation gives an agent the ability to maintain a certain distance from others nearby. This prevents agents from crowding too closely together, allowing them to scan a wider area.
Cohesion supplies an agent with the ability to cohere (approach and form a group) with other nearby agents. Steering for cohesion can be computed by finding all agents in the local neighborhood and computing the average position of the nearby agents. The steering force is then applied in the direction of that average position.
Alignment gives an agent the ability to align with other nearby characters. Steering for alignment can be computed by finding all agents in the local neighborhood and averaging together the 'heading' vectors of the nearby agents.
An adaptive behavior flock for searching objects in spatial data
Different techniques can be used to cope with the problem of searching interesting object in spatial data. A multi-agent adaptive algorithm able to discover these points in parallel was introduced. This algorithm uses a modified version of the standard flocking algorithm, described above, which incorporates the capacity for learning that we can find in many social insects. In this algorithm, the agents are transformed into hunters with a foraging behavior that allows them to explore spatial data efficiently. This flocking algorithm was inspired by a work presented by Macgill [22] . However, the approach presented here has some optimizations explained better in the following that make it more appropriate for the task of clustering spatial objects.
The algorithm starts with a fixed number of agents that occupy a randomly generated position in this space. Each agent moves around the spatial data, testing the neighborhood of each location in order to verify whether a point can have some desired properties. Each agent follows the rules of movement described in Reynolds' model. In addition, this model considers four different kinds of agents, classified on the basis of some properties of data in their neighborhood. Different agents are characterized by a different color: red, revealing interesting patterns in the data, green, a medium one, yellow, a low one, and white, indicating a total absence of patterns.
The main idea behind this approach is to take advantage of the colored agent in order to explore more accurately the most interesting regions (signaled by the red agents) and avoid the ones without interesting points (signaled by the white agents). Red and white agents stop moving in order to signal this type of region to the others, while green and yellow ones fly to find denser zones. Indeed, each flying agent computes its heading by taking the weighted average of alignment, separation and cohesion (as illustrated in figure 1 ). The following are the main features which make this model different from Reynolds' model:
• Alignment and cohesion do not consider yellow agents, since they move in a not very attractive zone.
• Cohesion is the resultant of heading towards the average position of the green flockmates (centroid), of the attraction towards reds, and of the repulsion from whites, as illustrated in figure 1.
• A separation distance is maintained from all the agents, apart from their color.
In figure 2 , we summarized the pseudo code of the overall algorithm with the main functions better explained in the Yellow and green agents will compute their direction, according to the rules previously described, and will move following this direction and with the speed corresponding to their color. Note that the color of the agent is assigned on the basis of the desired property at the point in which it falls; the assignment is made on a scale going from white (property = 0) to red (property > threshold), passing for yellow and green, corresponding to intermediate values. Table 1 Meaning of the main functions used in the pseudocode.
Agents will move towards the computed direction with a speed depending on their color: green agents more slowly than yellow agents since they will explore more interesting regions. An agent will speed up to leave an empty or uninteresting region whereas it will slow down to investigate an interesting region more carefully.
The variable speed introduces an adaptive behavior into the algorithm. In fact, agents adapt their movement and change their behavior (speed) on the basis of their previous experience and on the position of the red and white agents. Indeed, red and white agents will stop signaling to the others respectively the interesting and desert regions. Note that, for any agent that has become red or white, a new agent will be generated in order to maintain a constant number of agents exploring the data. In the first case (red), the new agent will be generated in a close random point, since the zone is considered interesting, while in the latter it will be generated in a random point over all the space. Anyway, this does not affect the overall performance of the system as the number of agents was not increased; in fact, white and red agents are not real agents, but only their position is stored. Finally, in the case where the agent falls in the same position as an older one it will be regenerated using the same policy described above. Yellow and green agents try to avoid the 'cage effect' (see figure 3) ; in fact, some agents could remain trapped inside regions surrounded by red or white agents and would have no way to go out, wasting useful resources for the exploration. So, a limit was imposed on their life. When their age exceeds a determined value (Max Lif e) they die and are regenerated in a new randomly chosen position of the space.
Note that this algorithm presents some differences from that of Macgill. The generate new agent and generate new close agent procedures maintain a constant number of agents exploring the search space respectively in all the space or in a neighborhood of interesting points. Aging limits the cage effect as described above and furthermore property of the point are computed only when the birds fall in a previously unvisited point.
Formal description of the flocking algorithm
In this subsection, a more formal description of the flocking algorithm is presented.
Consider the search space, in which the swarm moves, having dimension d. Let N be the number of birds and B be the set of all the birds {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B N }. Each bird B k can be represented by three d-dimensional vectors: its position in this space P os k : (
, where dir i k represents the component along the axis i of the direction of the bird and the color Col k ∈ {white, yellow, green, red}, indicating the type of bird. We used as distance between two birds B a and B b , the euclidean distance between their respective positions:
We define as dist max and dist min respectively the radius indicating the limited sight of the birds and the minimum distance that must be maintained among them. Neigh(B k ) denotes the neighborhood of a bird B k , i.e. the set
that is the set of the birds visible from the bird B k . Furthermore, we define as
that is the set of the birds, having color col, visible from the bird B k .
Each bird moves with speed v, depending on the color of the agents (green agents' speed is slower, because they are exploring interesting zones). Then, for each iteration t, the new position of a bird B k can be computed as:
Note also that for each iteration the new direction of the agent k is obtained summing the three components of alignment, separation and cohesion:
Considering as dir(B a , B b ) the normalized direction of the vector between a bird B a and a bird B b , these components can be computed using the following formulas (3, 4 and 5):
and considering centr(green, B k ) as the position of the centroid of the green agents in the neighborhood of k with generic coordinate i:
where attr red is equals to Bα∈N eigh(red,B k ) dir(B α , B k ) i and rep white is equals to Bα∈N eigh(white,
i.e the sum of the attraction towards the centroid, of the attraction towards the red birds and of the repulsion from the white birds;
3 Using the flocking algorithm for clustering spatial data This section shows how the stochastic search provided by the adaptive flocking described in the previous section can be used as a basis for implementing algorithms for clustering spatial data. In particular, two clustering algorithms, named SPARROW and SPARROW-SNN, were implemented, which respectively combine the flocking strategy with the DBSCAN heuristics for discovering clusters with differing sizes, shapes in noise data, and with the SNN heuristics in order to discover clusters with differing densities. Note that the first, as it is based on a density approach, is not appropriate for discovering clusters with different densities, while the latter can cope with this problem.
While DBSCAN (and SNN) must scan the entire dataset to define all the clusters, our algorithm can obtain a first approximation of the clusters, visiting only a portion of the entire dataset. Hence, it can be applied to perform efficiently approximate clustering since the points, which are visited and analyzed by the agents, represent a biased sample of the entire dataset.
In the following, the DBSCAN algorithm and the SPARROW are described, then, SNN and SPARROW SNN are illustrated.
The DBSCAN algorithm
One of the most popular spatial clustering algorithms is DBSCAN, which is a density-based spatial clustering algorithm. A complete description of the algorithm and its theoretical basis is presented in the paper by Ester et al. [6] . In the following, the main principles of DBSCAN are briefly presented. The algorithm is based on the idea that all points of a data set can be regrouped into two classes: clusters and noise. Clusters are defined as a set of dense connected regions with a given radius (Eps) and containing at least a minimum number (MinPts) of points. Data are regarded as noise when the number of points contained in a region falls below a specified threshold. The two parameters, Eps and MinPts, must be specified by the user and allow the density of the cluster to be controlled, which must be retrieved. The algorithm defines two different kinds of point in a clustering: core points and non-core points. A core point is a point with at least MinPts number of points contained in an Eps-neighborhood of the point. The non-core points in turn are either border points, if they are not core points, but are density reachable from another core point or noise points if they are not core points and are not density reachable from other points. Note that (1) a point p is directly density reachable from a point q if their distance is less than (Eps) and p is a core point; (2) a point p is density reachable from q if there is a chain of points p1, p2, . . . pn, p1 = q, pn = p such that p i+1 is directly density reachable from p i .
To find the clusters in a data set, DBSCAN starts from an arbitrary point and retrieves all points density reachable from that point using Eps and MinPts as controlling parameters. DBSCAN builds clusters in sequence (that is, one at a time), in the order in which they are encountered during the search. The retrieval of the density of a cluster is performed by successive spatial queries. These queries are supported efficiently by spatial access methods such as R*-trees.
SPARROW
SPARROW combines the multi-agent adaptive flocking algorithm with the DBSCAN clusterintg technique in order to discover clusters in parallel. It uses the previously described modified version of the standard flocking algorithm that incorporates the capacity for learning, which can be found in many social insects. Flocking agents are transformed into hunters with a foraging behavior that allow them to explore the spatial data and to search for clusters.
The algorithm follows the same pseudo-code described in figure 2, but the compute property function is derived from DBSCAN and computes the local density of the points of clusters in the data belonging to the neighborhood of the current point, then the myColor procedure chooses the color and the speed of the agents with regard to this local density. The algorithm is based on the same parameters used in the DBSCAN algorithm: MinPts, the minimum number of points to form a cluster and Eps, the maximum distance that the agents can look at. In practice, the agent computes the local density (called density in the following) in a circular neighborhood (with a radius determined by its limited sight, i.e. Eps) and then it chooses the color in accordance with the following simple rules:
In the running phase, the yellow and green agents will compute their direction, according to the rules previously described, and will move following this direction and with the speed corresponding to their color.
In addition, new red agents will run a merge procedure, which will merge neighboring clusters. The merging phase considers two different cases: when points in the circular neighborhood have never been visited and when there are points belonging to different clusters. In the first case, the points will be labeled and will constitute a new cluster; in the second case, all the points will be merged into the same cluster, i.e. they will get the label of the cluster discovered first.
SPARROW suffers the same limitation as DBSCAN, i.e. it cannot cope with clusters of different densities. A new algorithm SPARROW-SNN, introduced in the next subsection, is more general and overcomes these drawbacks. It can be used to discover clusters with differing sizes, shapes and densities in noise data.
The SNN clustering algorithm
SNN is a clustering algorithm developed by Ertöz, Steinbach and Kumar [5] to discover clusters with differing sizes, shapes and densities in noise and high dimensional data. The algorithm extends the nearest-neighbor non-hierarchical clustering technique by Jarvis-Patrick [13] redefining the similarity between pairs of points in terms of how many nearest neighbors the two points share. Using this new definition of similarity, the algorithm eliminates noise and outliers, identifies representative points, and then builds clusters around the representative points. These clusters do not contain all the points, but rather represent relatively uniform group of points. The SNN algorithm starts performing the Jarvis-Patrick scheme. In the Jarvis-Patrick algorithm a set of objects is partitioned into clusters on the basis of the number of shared nearestneighbors. The standard implementation is constituted of two phases. The first is a pre-processing stage that identifies the K nearest-neighbors of each object in the dataset. In the subsequent clustering stage, two objects i and j join the same cluster if:
• i is one of the Knearest − neighbors of j;
• j is one of the Knearest − neighbors of i;
• i and j have at least K min of their Knearest − neighbours in common;
where K and K min are used-defined parameters. For each pair of points i and j is defined a link with an associate weight. The strength of the link between i and j is defined as:
In the equation above, K is the nearest neighbor list size, m and n are the positions of a shared nearest neighbor in i and j's lists. At this point, clusters can be obtained by removing all edges with weights less than a user specified threshold and taking all the connected components as clusters. A major drawback of the Jarvis-Patrick algorithm is that the threshold needs to be set high enough since two distinct set of points can be merged into same cluster even if there is only link across them. On the other hand, if a high threshold is applied, then a natural cluster will be split into many small clusters due to the variations in the similarity in the cluster.
SNN addresses these problems introducing the following steps:
(1) For every node (data point). it calculates the total strength (connectivity) of links coming out of the point; (2) It identifies representative points by choosing the points that have high connectivity ( > core threshold); (3) It identifies noise points by choosing the points that have low connectivity ( < noise threshold) and remove them; (4) It removes all links between points that have a weight smaller than a threshold (merge threshold); (5) It takes connected components of points to form clusters, where every point in a cluster is either a representative point or is connected to a representative point.
The number of clusters is not given to the algorithm as a parameter. Also note that not all the points are clustered (they are implicitly considered as noise).
SPARROW-SNN
The SPARROW-SNN strategy of search, derived from the SNN algorithm main principles, permits to discovery clusters of arbitrary form and density. In practice, the flocking algorithm performs a biased sampling of the points of the dataset, as it focuses the search on interesting parts of the search space. Thus, the basic algorithm could be combined with many different clustering algorithms, for instance k-means. However, it is well known that algorithms as k-means are not effective in finding clusters with different densities or with globular shapes and hardly identify outliers. For instance, take a look at the example, found in literature, of figure 4 ; on the left correct clusters are showed, while on the right, the results of the execution of k-means. This algorithm clearly fails to identify the correct clusters; in the case a, because the clusters have different densities, while in the case b, because they are not globular.
On the contrary, SPARROW-SNN is able to handle this kind of clusters; this statement will be clarified in the description of the algorithm and in the experimental results. To better understand as SPARROW-SNN works, the pseudocode was shown in figure 2 . The algorithm starts with a fixed number of agents that will occupy a randomly generated position. From their initial position, each agent moves around the spatial data testing the neighborhood of each location in order to verify whether the point can be identified as a representative (or core) point.
The compute property function represents the connectivity of the point as defined in the SNN algorithm. In practice, when an agent falls on a data point A, not yet visited, it computes the connectivity, conn(A), of the point, i.e. computes the total number of strong links the points has, according to the rules of the SNN algorithm. Note that SPARROW-SNN computes the nearestneighbor list for each data element, using a similarity-threshold that reduces the number of data elements to be taken into consideration. The introduction of the similarity-threshold produces variable-length nearest-neighbor lists and therefore i and j must have at least P min of the shorter nearest-neighbor list in common; where P min is a user-defined percentage.
Points having connectivity smaller than a fixed threshold (noise threshold ) are classified as noise and are considered for removal from clustering. Then a color is assigned to each agent, on the basis of the value of the connectivity computed in the visited point, using the following procedure (called color agent() in the pseudocode):
conn > core threshold ⇒ mycolor = red (speed = 0) noise threshold < conn ≤ core threshold ⇒ mycolor = green (speed = 1) 0 < conn < noise threshold ⇒ mycolor = yellow (speed = 2)
The colors assigned to the agents are: red, revealing representative points, green, border points, yellow, noise points, and white, indicating an obstacle (uninteresting region). After the coloration step, the green and yellow agents compute their movement observing the positions of all other agents that are at most at some fixed distance (dist max ) from their and applying the same rules as SPARROW. In any case, each new red agent (placed on a representative point) will run the merge procedure, as described in subsection 3.2, so that it will include, in the final cluster, the representative point discovered, and together to the points that share with it a significant (greater that P m in) number of neighbors and that are not noise points. The merging phase considers two different cases: when points in the neighborhood have never been visited and when there are points belonging to different clusters. In the former, the same temporary label will be assigned and a new cluster will be constituted; in the latter, all the points will be merged into the same cluster, i.e. they will get the label corresponding to the smallest label. Thus clusters will be built incrementally.
Particle Swarm Optimization [18] (a population based optimization tool) is also inspired by the behavior of flocks of birds, but it is quite different from the approach used in this paper. PSO consists of a swarm of particles, each of them representing the solution to an optimization problem, moving in the problem search space. At the beginning, each particle has a random position and velocity. A particle moves on the basis of its own experience (its best past position) and of the best of particles in the swarm. Note that, not differently from our model, variants of PSO consider the best of a local neighborhood instead of all the swarm. Furthermore, the best particle is an attractor for the other particles as the red birds of our algorithm are the attractors for the other birds. However, the similarities with the flocking model ended here, since it moves for searching representative points and merge them in order to find clusters, while each PSO particle represents itself a solution to a problem and as a consequence it is less flexible in searching clusters (see later in this section). Moreover, in the flock algorithm, there is a stricter interrelation, while particles only look at the best particle in the group. Then PSO does not use any repulsion force to avoid uninteresting zones, while the white agents here are repulsive for the others.
The clustering problem has been faced in the recent past using algorithms based on the Swarm Intelligence paradigm. Termites, swarms of bees and especially ant colonies have polarized the attention of researchers, but the interesting properties of flock of birds have not been sufficiently exploited in the clustering task.
The first pioneering work on clustering using artificial ants was conducted by Deneuborg in [3] . Ants-like agents clusterize together objects, moving through a two-dimensional grid and picking and dropping them with a probability based on an estimation of the density of objects of the same type in the neighborhood. Lumer and Faieta in [21] extended this work including a distance function between data objects for the purpose of exploratory data analysis and applied these techniques to a database of customer profiles, projecting the space of attributes into a two-dimensional space. Moreover, they introduced ants with different moving speeds (fast ants group clusters on large scales, while slow ants work at smaller scales by placing data with more accuracy), a short term memory (ants can remember the last m dropped data, avoiding creating equivalent clusters) and behavioral switches (ants destroy clusters if they have not performed any deposit or pick up actions for a given number of time steps in order to escape local non-optimal spatial configurations).
Monmarché et al. in [24] proposed an algorithm that combines in an intelligent way clustering ants and k-means. Moreover, many data can be put on the same cell and each cell with a non-zero number of items corresponds to a cluster. In the same way, each ant can carry more data up to a maximum capacity. Initially, ants cluster data objects, then k-means was applied to refine the clusters, and this procedure is repeated for a heap of objects. The evaluation on some synthetic and simple real world datasets gave good results in comparison with classical clustering algorithms. The ACluster algorithm overcomes some drawbacks and simplifies the model of Lumer and Faieta, introducing the concept of bio-inspired spatial transition probabilities that increase pheromone in locations where objects are more diffuse and adding two different threshold responses, one associated with the density of data and the other with their similarity. The algorithm is used for the task of image retrieval [27] , for the clustering of textual documents [29] and extended in [28] for applying it to continuous data stream.
In [12] , Handl et al. added, to the classical ant algorithm, adaptive scaling (when few pickup and drop action occurred over a specified time period the ants' sensitivity was reduced, in the opposite case it was increased), ant jumps (more efficient exploration of the space), stagnation control (after a number of unsuccessful dropping attempts an ant drops its load regardless of the neighborhood's similarity) and eager ants (ant was put immediately on a data point) to the classical model. They evaluated the performance of the algorithm with a number of standard techniques for clustering and a modified version of the algorithm was applied to the problem of and topographic mapping. Ghosh et al. [7] designed the APC (aggregation pheromone based) algorithm for performing data clustering. The system works in two steps: first ants, driven by the pheromone, form homogenous groups of clusters, then the average linkage agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied for merging the resulting groups until the desired number of clusters is obtained. This algorithm was evaluated on a number of well-known benchmark data sets using different cluster validity measures. Results are compared with standard clustering techniques and with the previously cited algorithm used by Handl; experimental results showed the good performance both in terms of the quality of clustering as well as execution time. a limit of the approach is that the the number of cluster must be fixed in advance.
Kanade and Hall in [14] developed an ant algorithm that, in a first stage, moves the cluster centers (and not the data points) in the feature space. As a second stage, the found centers are evaluated using the Fuzzy C Means or Hard C Means algorithm. These two stages are repeated up to a fixed number of epochs. The results on some datasets are superior to the behavior of FCM and HCM initialized randomly.
In [33] an adaptive ant clustering algorithm (A2CA) was introduced. Among the novelties in comparison with the other algorithms, the concept of progressive vision is interesting, which permits coping with clusters of different dimension, making ants augment their vision when they encounter a big cluster. The algorithm was also evaluated on a real world bioinformatics dataset in which the classical ant clustering algorithms fails, while A2CA worked quite well.
The first idea of employing a flock of birds to perform the task of clustering can be found in [25] . The authors used a flock of colored birds to drive a geographical analysis machine (GAM); in practice, a flock of circles of different sizes explore the search space in order to find interesting geographical patterns. The system was validated on the city of Baltimore for discovering crime patterns. In this approach the flock suggests geographic regions of interest, but other method are necessary to separate and identify clusters. In [2] , Cui and others introduce a Multiples Species Flocking algorithm suitable for a decentralized approach and apply it to the problem of document clustering. The authors discuss some communication schemes and show a simple distributed implementation on three nodes and its execution time. Another flocking algorithm was presented in [26] . The algorithm was successful applied to a real database concerning the field of Biometrics. Furthermore, agents and clusters can be visualized by LCD stereoscopic glasses. In both the two flocking based algorithms, differently from the system used here, each bird represents a point of the dataset and therefore it is scalable with difficulty to large datasets.
Kazemian et al. [17] introduced a data clustering strategy based on Flower Pollination by Artificial Bees (FPAB) in which the flowers represents the data and the gardens the clusters and pollen is used to move the flowers with the lowest growth (probably not belonging to that cluster) from one garden to another. Then, the Fuzzy C Means algorithm is applied to refine the clusters and the new centers found are used as new flowers and the algorithm is repeated until an appropriate number of clusters is reached. FPAB is applied to some simple datasets and was compared with an ant algorithm.
Particle Swarm Optimization was also applied to the clustering task, but the point of view is quite different from the swarm based one. In fact, PSO was applied to discover clusters using an approach in which each particle represents the cluster centroids, as in [32] , for example. This limits the applicability of the algorithm and presents all the problem of the centroid based approach, i.e. it is necessary to know the number of clusters a priori.
Experimental results
In the next subsections, the experimental results obtained for the two clustering algorithms are presented. Both algorithms were implemented using Swarm, a multi-agent software platform for the simulation of complex adaptive sys-tems. In the Swarm system, the basic unit of simulation is the swarm, a collection of agents executing a schedule of actions. Swarm provides object oriented libraries of reusable components for building models and analyzing, displaying, and controlling experiments on those models. More information about Swarm can be obtained from [23] . All the experiments were averaged over 30 tries. Where not differently specified, the algorithm was run using 50 agents and the visibility radius of the agents (dist max) set at 6 and the minimum distance among the agents (dist min) at 2. SPARROW and SPARROW-SNN are based on the merge technique used respectively in DBSCAN and SNN. Differently from the basic algorithms, they employ a clever technique to explore the search space more efficiently and perform approximate clustering.
Test suite used in the experiments
Specifically, the following experiments were conducted:
(1) determination of the accuracy of the approximate solution that would be obtained if the cluster algorithm were run only on a reduced percentage of points, as opposed to running the DBSCAN (SNN) clustering algorithm on the entire dataset; (2) determination of the impact of the number of agents on the clustering performance; (3) a qualitative comparison with a hybrid technique based on a uniform sampling or a biased sampling combined with a well known hierarchical clustering algorithm.
Two synthetic data sets (DS4 and DS1) and two real (North-East and Sequoia) were used for conducting the above described experiments. Each point of the data sets has two attributes that define the x and y coordinates. Furthermore, all the data sets have a considerable quantity of noise.
The artificial datasets, DS1 (see figure 5 ) and DS4 (see figure 6 ), contain respectively 8000 and 8843 points. Note that DS1 presents clusters with different densities and hence only SPARROW-SNN can succeed in finding the clusters. In fact, the first was used only for testing SPARROW-SNN, while the latter only for SPARROW. The third dataset, called North-East, showed in figure  7 , contains 123593 points representing postal addresses of three metropolitan areas (New York, Boston and Philadelphia) in the North East States, It comprises a lot of noise represented from distributed rural areas and smaller towns. The fourth called SEQUOIA, showed in figure 8 is composed of 62556 names of landmarks (and their coordinates), and was extracted from the US Geological Survey's Geographic Name Information System. This dataset presents Table 2 Number of clusters and number of points for clusters for North-East data set (percentage in comparison to the total point for cluster found by DBSCAN) when SPARROW analyzes 7%. 12%. 22% and 70% points.
three main clusters that correspond respectively to the areas of S. Francisco, Sacramento and Los Angeles.
SPARROW results
As the algorithm under consideration is based on the merge procedure of DB-SCAN, it was decided to compare it with a publicly available version of this algorithm. Our approach uses the same parameters as DBSCAN. Therefore, if all the points of the dataset were visited, the same results would be obtained. Then, the cluster points found by DBSCAN (note DBSCAN visit all the points), in the experiments were considered as 100%. It is necessary to verify how this percentage was approached visiting only a portion of the entire dataset. As for the parameters, Eps was set at 9 for all the datasets and MinPts at 20 for DS4 and 40 for Sequoia and the North-East. Table 2, 3 and 4 show, for the three data sets, the number of clusters and the percentage of points for each cluster found by DBSCAN and SPARROW. Although DBSCAN and SPARROW would produce the same results if all points of the data set were examined, these experiments showed that SPAR-ROW can obtain, with an average accuracy about 78% on DS4, the same number of clusters with a good percentage of points for each cluster using only 22% of the spatial queries used by DBSCAN. The same behavior can be observed in the tables of the two real datasets. On the other hand, DBSCAN can not detect clusters, without visiting all the points, because of the different strategy of attribution of the points to the clusters. In fact, if DBSCAN was stopped before it had performed the spatial queries on all the points, a correct number of points would be obtained for the clusters already individuated and probably a smaller number of points for the cluster that it was building, but obviously, not all the clusters would be discovered.
Finally, the impact of the number of agents on the foraging for clusters performance is presented. Figures 9, 10 and 11 give the number of core points Table 3 Number of clusters and number of points for clusters for DS4 data set (percentage in comparison to the total point for cluster found by DBSCAN) when SPARROW analyzes 7%. 12%. 22% and 70% points. Table 4 Number of clusters and number of points for clusters for Sequoia data set (percentage in comparison to the total point for cluster found by DBSCAN) when SPARROW analyzes 7%. 12%. 22% and 70% points.
found in 100 time steps (iterations) for 25, 50 and 100 agents. A comparative analysis reveals that a 100-agents population discovers a larger number of points than the other two populations with a smaller number of agents (the scalability is almost linear). This scalable behavior of the algorithm would determine a faster completion time, in the case of parallel or distributed implementation, because a smaller number of iterations would be necessary to produce a solution of the same quality.
SPARROW-SNN results
For the experiments a synthetic dataset and two real life datasets were used, as described in subsection 5.1. Noise threshold and core threshold were set respectively at 5 and 10 for the DS1 dataset and at 10 and 20 for Sequoia and the North East. K and P min were set respectively at 30 and 0.8 for all the datasets.
The accuracy of the SPARROW-SNN algorithm is firstly illustrated in comparison with the SNN algorithm when SPARROW-SNN is used as a technique for approximate clustering. To this purpose, SNN was implemented and the number of clusters and the number of points for cluster were computed for the above described datasets. Tables 5, 6 and 7 present a comparison of these results with respect to ones obtained from SPARROW-SNN when a population of 50 agents has visited respectively 7%, 12% and 22% and 70% of the entire dataset. Table 5 Number of clusters and number of points for clusters for the DS1 data set (percentage in comparison to the total point for cluster found by SNN) when SPARROW-SNN analyzes 7%, 12%, 22% and 70% points.
Note that with only 7% of points a clear vision is obtained of the found clusters and with a few more points a good percentage representative of all the clusters is achieved. This trend is well-marked in the North-East dataset. For the DS1 dataset, the results are not so well-defined, because the clusters called number Table 6 Number of clusters and number of points for clusters for the North-East data set (percentage in comparison to the total point for cluster found by SNN) when SPARROW-SNN analyzes 7%, 12%, 22% and 70% points. Table 7 Number of clusters and number of points for clusters for the Sequoia data set (percentage in comparison to the total point for cluster found by SNN) when SPARROW-SNN analyzes 7%, 12%, 22% and 70% points.
tween Sparrow and Sparrow-SNN. The values in bold reported in table 6 and 7 highlight the cases in which Sparrow-SNN outperforms SPARROW, i.e. SPARROW-SNN obtains an error (meaningful with respect to the statistical test) lower than that obtained by SPARROW. Note that, for the North-East dataset, the SNN version outperforms the other version for almost all the cases. This is mainly due to the different densities present in the dataset hardly detectable from SPARROW.
Finally, in order to study the scalability of our approach, the impact of the number of agents on the foraging for clusters performance is presented. Figures 12, 13 and 14 give, respectively for the DS1, North-East and Sequoia dataset, the number of clusters found in 100 time steps (iterations) for 25, 50 and 100 agents. A comparative analysis reveals that a 100-agents population discovers a larger number of clusters than the other two populations with a smaller number of agents and the trend is almost linear. This scalable behavior determine a faster completion time, in the case of parallel or distributed implementation, because a smaller number of iterations is necessary to produce a solution of the same quality. 
Comparison with a hybrid clustering technique
Kollios at al. in [19] adopted an hybrid method for performing approximated clustering, presenting interesting analogies with our approach. In order to cope with large datasets, they replaced the random sampling technique adopted by the CURE algorithm [9] with a biased sampling based on the density of the dataset. In fact, first the biased sampling is applied on the original dataset for improving the quality of the obtained clusters and then CURE is applied to the sampled points for merging the clusters. Indeed, even our method performs a kind of biased sampling by means of the flocking algorithm and then a traditional merging technique is applied (i.e. DBSCAN or SNN). For the sake of comparison, we show the results of the phase of sampling performed by our flock, and from the random sample and the biased sample used in the previously mentioned algorithm.
(a) (b) Fig. 15 . Comparison of performance of the algorithm for the North-East dataset using a) a random sample of 1000 points. b) A biased sample adopted in the paper [19] Figures 15 a and b show respectively the results concerning a random sample and a biased sample of 1000 points for the North-East dataset. On figure 16 a and b, they are shown the clusters obtained for the two samples using CURE with 10 representative points for each cluster. Clearly the biased sample permits to detect the correct clusters, while the uniform sample fails to handle the different density of the clusters. Figures 15 and 16 are taken from [19] and in the same paper is shown that the uniforms sample fails even if 4000 point are used. Using our clustering algorithm, we can not fix the number of representative points, so, in figure 17 , we show the results concerning our biased sample and the center (illustrated with a circle) of the clusters discovered from SPARROW using a) 1000 b)2000 and c)4000 points. In the boxes are shown the representative points discovered for each cluster. Analogue results were obtained for the Sequoia dataset and they are not shown here for brevity. Effectively, even our algorithm is able to identify the correct cluster exploring only 1000 points and, sampling more points, incrementally improve the quality of the clusters, differently from the uniform random sample and with results comparable to the biased sample performed by the algorithm of Kollios et al.. 
The Noise
To better understand how our algorithm works, we analyzed its behavior in presence of noise points. In figure 18 a and b, they are represented points belonging to clusters and noise points vs number of visited points for the Sparrow algorithm, respectively for the Sequoia and the North-East dataset.
An interesting property of our strategy consists in finding more points belonging to clusters than noise points. In fact, if we observe the figures, we can note that until the 30% of visited points for North-East (and about 20% for Sequoia), Sparrow is able to find a large percentage of cluster points, about 80% of the total. After this threshold, a few cluster points are discovered and, on the contrary, many noise points are found. So, it is not so convenient go on searching beyond this threshold value, unless you want to estimate more accurately the percentage of noise points. 
Final remarks
Experimental results showed the efficacy of the two algorithms in performing approximate clustering. SPARROW is based on a density approach (DB-SCAN) and therefore not appropriate for discovering clusters with different densities, while SPARROW-SNN can cope with this problem. In fact, the latter is able to discover clusters in the DS4 dataset, presenting cluster having different densities. Furthermore, SPARROW-SNN performs better in terms of accuracy, as showed for the North-East and Sequoia real datasets, where dense clusters are not easy to discover, as high density data must be discriminated from quite dense noise zones.
Parallel/Distributed implementation issues
The flocking-based clustering algorithm presented is naturally adapt to be implemented on parallel/distributed architectures. Two different methodologies could be taken into account, decomposing the search space or using a distributed flock and maintaining the data on a central server. Obviously, the best approach is to distribute the data (search space) among different processors as using a central server for maintaining the data could be a serious bottleneck both for containing a large dataset in the memory of a single node and for the continuous access to this node for checking the data. In fact, as for a computational point of view, the overhead of the flock movement is negligible in comparison with the execution of multiple queries on a large dataset. Thus, using this methodology, the distribution of the original data among different nodes can be undertaken mainly using two different approaches, each one having different advantages and drawbacks. For the sake of clearness, we take as an example the dataset North-East (see figure 7) . Spatial data can be decomposed in accordance to their original spatial position (for instance, see the simple distribution of figure 19 ) or they can be randomly sampled and distributed over nodes (see figure 20) . Using the former approach, load balancing issues can be quite complicated. In fact, for instance in figure 19 , node 9 does not work at all and nodes 1, 6 and 8 works on a very limited portion of data. To obtain a better load balancing, choosing more complicated decomposition would help, but that would require a deeper knowledge of the domain of data and would bring to a more complex communication pattern among neighboring nodes, increasing the communication overhead. Anyway, in situations in which for reasons of privacy or because data are too large to be moved or because data are already logically and physically distributed, this solution should be strongly taken into account. For instance, imagine the scenario, in which huge amounts of data are stored in autonomous, geographically distributed sources over networks with limited bandwidth and large number of computational resources.
On the contrary, using the latter approach, the load would be certainly well balanced, but other problems could raise. First of all, it is necessary to choice the right threshold (i.e. the right number of nodes on which divide the data), otherwise, by dividing data among the nodes, some clusters with a low density could be not discovered. Furthermore, while in the previous approach, only information on the borders must be exchanged among the neighboring nodes (i.e. birds moving from a node to another or representative points placed on the border between two nodes), in this case, it is present a much higher communication overhead. In fact, the different population of flocks placed on the different nodes could act independently, but, in order to merge the clusters, representative points must be massively exchanged among the nodes.
Conclusions
This paper describes an adaptive flocking algorithm and its application to the problem of clustering spatial data. The approach is based on the use of swarm intelligence techniques. Two novel algorithms that combine density-based and shared nearest neighbor clustering strategy with a flocking algorithm are presented. An adaptive classical flock algorithm is formalized and optimized and is combined with state of the art clustering algorithms as DBSCAN and SNN, in order to perform approximate clusters. In this way, our approach presents interesting characteristics such as decentralization, fault tolerance and good performance in clustering spatial data of different size, shape and densities, also in the presence of noise. The algorithms were implemented in SWARM and evaluated using synthetic and real word datasets. Measures of accuracy of the results show that the flocking algorithm can be efficiently applied as a data reduction strategy to perform approximate clustering. Moreover, the algorithm presents a good scalable behavior and it is suitable for distributed implementations. Note that the two implementations present the same advantages and the same drawback as the DBSCAN and SNN methods, however the basic methodology presented here could be also used to implement other different clustering algorithms.
